
PAPERS ON ENGINEERING SUBJECTS, 

THE INFLUENCE OF THE AUXILIARY ENGINE ON 
FUEL CONSUMPTION. 

Tn a warship in timea of peace, W hen a considerable proportion 
of time is vent in harbour and when the sea-going weed is 
usually low, the efficiency or otherwise of the auxiliary machinery 
exercises a considerable inffuence on the consumption of fuel. 
Its efficient maintenance and operation is consequently a mathi- 
of importance, second only in fact in a modern installation to 
the economical generation of steam at source. The principles of 
efficient maintenance are generally well appreciated, but a 
detailed consideration of the best operating conditions to  meet 
speczc speeds or conditions, viewed in the Light of the steam 
consumption of the various auxiliaries, will be found to reveal 
in many cases sources of improvement. 

Idormation as to the performances of auxiliary engines under 
different conditions of working is not usualIy available on board, 
and it is proposed therefore to consider this matter first, and 
to give some typical data which wi11 afford at Iemt a basis for 
an investigation in any GW. 

The auxiliary engines usually fitted may be broadly divided 
into two hypes, viz., fast-mnning reciprocating engines, either 
simple or compound, and relatively slow running reciprmating 
pumps. As an aItemabive to thc first named the turbine is 
fin* an increasing use, more particularly for electric genera- 
purposes. 

Xn theory, the steam comrtiption per unit of power deIivered 
by a reciprocating engine depends upon the initial steam pmssure, 
the initiaI condition of the steam, the final premure and the 
ratio of expansion. On this basis the consumption decreases as 
the initial p r e m  and the ratio of expansion aro increased. In 
practice, while the same leading considerations hold, the results 
to be expected on theoretical grounds are- no* realised, mainly W 
a reeult of steam leakage and of condensation in the clearance 
spaces and cylinder, the broad effect of which is to cause heat 
to be carried thraugh with the exhaust without doing useful 
work. Thee  losses inerease with the pressure range over which 
the engine works, an4  for the same pressure range, decrease 
with the size of the engine and generally EM the speed of revolu- 
tion ia incxeaaed. The condensation loss dso increases as the 
ratio of expansion ia increased. The expression " loss " is to be 
faken to mean the ratio between the weight of steam due to  the 
lass and the bhl weight of steam coasumed by the engine. 

A Iesaer loss in the steam circuit &s from wire-drawing of 
the steam at entry to and discharge from the engine, the tendency 
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of which is to lower the pressme range within which the engine 
works, and so leads to a greater consumption of steam. This 
influence may become most marked in the case of a fast-running 
engine remote from the source of steam supply a d  from the 
place at which the exhaust steam is finally put to further use. 
Broadly speaking, this loss decre~es  as the size of t he  engine is 
irlcreased and increases as the speed of revolution is increased. 

The remaining important loss is the frictional loss in the 
mechanical parts of the engine. For engines of equal power the 
mechanical efficiency js greater for fast-running engines than for 
slow. It is less for small engines than for large engines and it 
decreases as the output of a particular engine is reduced. - 

From the above considerations, the fact emerges that, other 
things being the aame, a large engine is necessarjly more econ- 
omical than a small engine and a fast-running engine is more 
economical than a slow-running engine. 

The loss due to condensation and leakage is greatly mitigahd 
by providing stage expansion as a result of the lower kmperature 
and presswe range to which the cylinder surfaces are exposed, 
and this much lesser loss permits of much higher ratios of 
expansion bciag advantageously employed than in simple engines 
and so to better efficiency, notwithshnding a somewhat augmenbd 
loss from such duenoes as wbdmwing, 

In this connection it is of interest to note in passing that the 
de~elopment of the so-called " uniflow " engine, in which the 
exhaust passage ie arranged at the middle of the length of the 
cylinder, thereby eliminating direct valve leakage from steam to 
exhaust and reducing condensation, haa permitted the theoretical 
advantage attending much higher ratios of expansion being 
more nearly realised in simple engines. By a comparatively 
small increase in size and weight, an improved economy of the 
order of 30 per cent. aan be obthed in enginee of compmati~ely 
small power. The application of thia principle Go engines of 
small power is comparatively recent. 

meet cif mnning at reduced output.--Consider now the effect 
on the s b m  consumption per unib power of running the engine 

a lower power than that for which it is designed. Except in 
the gpecial case of electric generating plant or of a turbo-driven 
pump on a constant pressure service, which will be separately 
considered, the reduced powcr output is attended by a reduced 
speed of revoIution, and comquently the condensation and 
leakage losses are in general incr-d, wMe the mechanical 
efficiency is Iower, In alI cases, other than pumps which maintdn 
a constant; disoharge pressure ( f e d  pumps, for example) at a31 
outputs, the reduction of power is atfended by a lower mean 
presmre ; consequently a Iower initial pressure, and theoretically 
a, lesser weight of sham admitted ta the cylinder per horse-power, 
Notwithtanding this and some gain in economy from other 
causes, e.g., more complete expansion and lesser wiredrawing, 



the influence of leakage and of the speed factor on the condensa- 
tion losses, together with the reduction in mechanical efficiency, 
combine to increase the consumption of steam pm unit power 
delivered as the output of a specific engine is reduced, until at 
one quarter of full outpuk, for example, the steam consumption 
per R.H.P. of a simple fast-running engine is increased by horn 
40 to 50 per cenh. This relation apjpfies approximately for any 
conditions of back preasure and both for constant speed engines 
and for engines in which the revolutions fall with the power 
within the limits generalIy experienced for such a&ries on 
service in warships. Actually the steam consumption per X.H.P. 
of a constant speed engine at low outputs does not fall off so 
rapidly as in an engine in which the revolutions decrease also 
wikh the eoutpub, but the mechanical efficiency is lower, which 
wts off this gain, and on the whole there is but little differenw 
in the steam rate per R.H.P., as already observed. 

The steam consumption of direct acting pumps delivering 
against a constant pressure dms not in practice fall off so rapidly 
as would be expected in comparison with the fast-running 
engines, considering that the reduction in speed in reIrttion to 
reduction of output is so much greater. The very late cut off 
entailed by the maintenance of a shady discharge pressure 
leads to a rather higher consumption at full output since the 
expansive property of the atearn can only be used to a relatively 
small extent;. It appears, therefore, that the condensation loss 
in e n g i n ~  of this type is less than in the fast-running reciprocating 
engine of simiIar power as ,s result of the late cut off and low 
-temperature range, in conjunction with the larger sizes of the 
~tearn cylinder. Under these  condition^ it is probable that 
piston speed is not an important influence on the condensation. 

On this assumption bhe falling ofi in economy at reduced 
autput would be due mainly to the rate of steam Ieakage, which, 
jn view of the mmibly cwtztnt steam pressures required to deal 
with the conslant pressure of discharge, remine practically the 
mm at all outpts, and therefore exercises a, greakr influence 
on the steam consumption per H.P. hour at  the lower outputs. 

The steam rate for a compound engine of the constant speed 
-type a-g fitbd for electric generation falls 0% at a greater rate 
than the simple engine, mainly as a resdt of the decrease in the 
ratio of expansion (generally the expansion in a, simple engine 
of the types discussed is incomplete at 21111 output) and at 
3 power averagcs about TO per cent. increase in the steam 
consumption per B.H.P. 

Tarbine AudMa.-The turbine auxiliary requires separate 
comideration. This type is, from its u d o w  nature, not expo~led 
t o  the effect of condensation, and it can therefore employ a 
higher ratio of expansion without incming the heavy losses 
.that attend a mciprocating engine. To realise the advantages 
af the higher expmsion ratios, it is necessaq-, however, that the 
blade ~peeds ~ l ~ a l l  be consonant, according t o  the type of the 
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turbine, with the high steam velocitiels corresponding to thc. 
high expansion ratios. I11 turbines of moderate size and Iaqe 
size this essential condition can be met, in whole c)r in part, by 
the distribution of the pressure drop over a nun~ber of stages. 
But in the smaller sizes, such as are employed for the fast-running 
services in war ships, this requirement cannot usually be even 
approximately attained, unless the size and weight are made 
unduly great in relation to the power to be yielded. Even so, 
the other sources of loswa, such as ateam lmkage and steam 
friction, &C., in the rotating parts, increase at a rapidly increasing 
xate as a turbine is made for smaller outputs. 

For these reasons the turbine in ita applioation to auxiliary 
services in small units crtmot compete in steam cofisumption 
with the reciprooating engine. The comparison becomes even 
more unfavourable when working under back pressum conditions ; 
but units of 200 K.W.s, such as are employed in the Capital 
Ships' turbo-generators, when fitted in association with their 
own condensing plaint, are more economical than compound 
reciprocating engines. 

In the case of turbine-driven auxiliaries, a reduction of output 
is attended by an increase in the steam rate. The reduction may 
be attained by the throttling of the steam or by nozzle control. 
In the former case the pressu~e m g e  is definitely lowered, leading 
directjy tm a higher consumption, and in either case the designed 
distribution of energy in the stages is altered, leading tm addi- 
tional shock losses due to unsuitable blade angles, which arc 
generally greahr when the reduction of output is attended also 
by a reduction in speed. On the other hand, in the case of a 
consbnt speed turbine, the power required to overcome the 
rotationd losm~ (which v~ries, amongst other factors, with the 
cube of the periphcraI speed) mllzains sensibly constant at all 
powers and may even increase in nozzle controlled turbines as 
a result of partial admission. Similarly, in a reaction turbine the 
steam leakage remains sensibly constant at all outputs when the 
initial pressure remains the same. As in the cam of a reciprocating 
engiue, the mechanical efficiency is lowered as the output of n, 

turbine is reduced, although this factor is of less importance. 
The shoek losses exercise on the whole the greatest influence 

on the economy at reduced outpuh, and a turbine such as is 
fitted for eIectric generation does not  therefore fall off eo rapidly 
as one which is fitted for e vmiable qeed aemice. 

E3W on Cmmnp$imi of Back Fmsmi--Another influence 
of the steam consumption to be considered is that arising from 
changing back pressure. The effect of an increase in the back 
pressure again& which an engine works lea&, of course, to a 
higher initial pressure if the same power is: to be attained and 
so to  a gretlter weight of steam admitted to the cylinder per 
~troke. The s h m  consumption does not, however, increase in 
the =me ratio as the weight of s t e m ,  as wodd be indicated by 
theoretical considerations, but rather less, since the temperature 
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range i4 somewhat reduced and co~~denfiation is, therefore, less. 
80, conversely, the effect of employing a vacuum in a, recipro- 
cating engine does not m1b1ise the gain that would at first sight 
be expected. Other considerations than tliose mentioned enter 
into this question, wiredrawing losses for example, but it will be 
sufficient for the purpose of these notes to indicate only the 
most important factow. 

For turbines of any size, the economy falb off at as much 
greater rate than the reciprocating engine when passing from 
vacuum conditions to back-pressure conditions, and perticularly 
at low outputs. This folIow~ partly from the unsuitability of 
the areas for the passage of steam, but mainly from the relatively 
greater effect of leakage losses and mtationaI lows occurring RG 
the high pressure end of the turbine, which exercises a considerctbIe 
influence under back-pressure conditions. 

& S b m  Cmumption per 1.H.P.-Figures 1,2  and 3 
represent the sham consumption per I.H.P. of simple engines 
at varying proportions of their full output and at varying back- 
pressures. They show the results for rs fast-running engine of 
about 60 I.R.P., and curves are also embodied giving the approx- 
imate differences in consumption which might be expected from 
engines of smaller and larger sizes, but designed for the same 
speeds, pressure and cut ofE. For example, referring to the 
lower curves on Figure 2, an engine of 150 I.H.P. would require 
-88 time8 the amount of &earn per I.H.P. shown on the upper. 
curves for the 60 1.H.P. engine, i .e . ,  under atmospheric back- 
p ~ s u r c ,  *S8  X 39.7 = 34.9 Iba. per I.H.P. per hour. Similarly. 
an engine of I5 I.H.P. would require 1.24 times, i.e., 1 24 X 
54-3 = 67-5 lbs. per X.H.P. per hour. 

Tt will be appreciated that the figures necessarily represent, 
average msuIk and that fairly wide variations may be found for 
engines by different makers. The cut off is about -65 and the 
engines arc designed to give their full output for initial pressures 
of about L30 Ibs. gauge ; the consumptions are given on the 
mumption that at all outpub a boiler pressure of 225 lbs. i s  
available and the lower pressure required to operate the engine 
is obtained by throttling. 

A ourve showing the approximate mechanicaI efficiency at 
varying outputs for the 80 1.H.P. engine is included, from which 
the sham rate per R.H.P. can be obtained. The mechanical 
efficiency would be rather betbr for engines of larger size and 
vice verm ; thus the mechanical efficiency of a 300 I.H.P. fast- 
running engine wodd be about -92 and a 15 I.H.P. engine 
about ~87. 

Them curves am applicable to $he engines employed on such 
services as condenser circulating engines and fan engines. 

The atmm consumption for other auxiliaries is more con- 
venicntly given on an overall basis and wilI be referred to in the 
following section. 



Xn addition to the pedorlwnce of the steam end, it is 
neceswry, in order to find the steam required for a particulw 
auxiliary service, to take into account the efficiency of t he  punlp 
or other agent which the engine actuates and also to the con- 
ditions under which the pump works in respect to external 
influences, that may &ect either the required output or the 
efficicncc y. 

Consider, bt, a pump of the impeller type. The impeller is 
designed to deliver a certain quantitgr of fluid against a certain 
head, when rnnning at certain revolutions, and the blade angles 
are determined in such a way that the minimum amount of shock, 
and therefore the maximum efficiency, arims when the above- 
named variables are in agreement with the design figures. h a 
rule, the pumps are designed to give the best eficiency at an out- 
put somewhat below the fuH outpuli. A reduction in output is 
usually attained by reducing the speed of revolution and this is 
attended by a d u c t i o n  in the resistance head; under these con- 
ditions the design relations between these variables on which t h e  
blade angles were based win not be r e a l i d  and the efficiency of 
the pump wiT1 fall off. Other influences affect the efficiency, as, 
ibr example, frictiond losses in the blade and pump channels, 
Ieakage lasses between the disc and casing, &c,, and, while some 
of ehese in generd tend to  improve the efficiency at low outputs, 
'the effect of the inaccurah blade angles is overwhelming and on 
the whole, therefore, the efficiency of the pump falls off as the 
output is reduced. 

Two cases occur in serrice installations, viz., those in which 
the external conditions remain the same, as in the caw of t~ 
circulating pump employed on a condenser, and those Sn which 
the exkrnal conditions vary, as in the case of a fan engine ern- 
ployed for forced draught, in which the area of opening through 
which the delivery is finally 'passed may be varied (different 
numbers of boilem and burners employed). 

CiFcalating Plrmp~.--In this case the output of the pump 
may be taken to vary roughly as the qeed ~f revolution, and the 
resistance head in the condenser to vary as the squart: of the 
oatput (i.e., the slquare of the velocity of flow). Thus, the water 
horse-power of $he pump will vary approximately as the cube of 
the revolutions and as the cube of the quantity of water delbered, 
So, at half power of the main engines, the power requhd from the 
circulating pump would be one-eighth of tha$ which is required 
for fuU power of t he  main engines, This relation cannot be 
closely pressed to very low outputs of the rnain engines because 
the amoun* of steam to be condensed becoma higher per unit of 
power developed by the main engines and the very low velocity 
of flow through the condenser aeknding a low output from the 
circulating pump would lead to  a lesser efficiency of the beat. 
trm~rniseion in the condensers ; this fact entails a peater amounh 









of circulating water per pound of steam discharged from the main 
enginea. 

Typical efficiency curves of circulating pumps at varying out- 
puts are shown inFigure 4. The curves give average results for a 
double flow condenser and single flow conde~lrser respectively and 
represent the relation between the water horse-power delivered 
by the pump and the brake horse-power required to drive the 
pulp ,  the corresponding resistance head on the pumps at ffull 
output being 38 feet and 2L feet. 

A special case of the circulating pump is afforded by a rotary 
feed pump, whether driven by a tlrrbine or motor, employed for 
boiler feeding. Here, the discharge pressure is semibly constant 
at all outputs of the pump and the speed of revolution therefore 
remains constant. So the rotational and leakage Iosses remain 
sensibly constant and, taken in conjunction with the unsuitable 
b l d e  angles entailed by the lesser speed of flow through the 
pump, lead to a very IOW pump effciency at low outputs. In the 
limit, when Ghe discharge is reduced to the minimum possible, 
say 5 per cent., the steam consumption of a turbo combination 
would be of the order of 60 per cent. of that when the pump was 
yielding its full output. 

Thew remarks on the falling off h the eficiency of a constant 
speed mhry pump at low outputs haw a bearing on the question 
of whether it is of advantage to employ motor-driven rotary 
pumps for a cont.inuotls low output requirement, such aa bs anitary 
pump, rather than to employ x steam pump, keeping in view also 
$he fact that the efficiency of the motor is also reduced. 

Boiler Room Fans.--The changing conditions t o  be met on 
service by fans can be best expressed by characteristic curves, 
examples of which, suitable for air pressures up to  7 in. and 5 in. 
respectively, are shown in Bigms 5 and B. From Ghee curves, 
when the  quantity delivemd and the air pressure is known, 
together with the .epee4 of revolution, the B.B.P, required can 
be obtainad. These curves, which are typical rather than repre- 
senting any pctrticultsr design, may at h t  sight appear rather 
eompIicated, but they are based cm somewhat simple relations, 
qualified by experimenkal observations. A brief explanation of 
.the underlying principles may be of assistance. 

If a fan be allowed to deliver into rt chamber closed except 
for ono orifice, and the area of this orifice he kept constant, the 
following relations mill hold approximately, provided the sirte of 
the chamber is sufficiently large in relation to the fan to ensue 
that all the air is broughito r&t :- 

(I)  Air pressure ja proportimal to the square of the 
peripheral qd. 

(2) Quantity of air delivered is proportional to the 
peripheral speed. 

(3) The power delivered to  the fan i8 proportional ta the 
cube of the peripheral speed. 



If the size of the orifice be alteret1 t h ~  ~ ~ l a t i u n s  ~ v i l l  rnaiutnin 
the same character but the coustsats will be diffem~lt. That is tu 
say, for one particuIrtr orifice, the air press~trc will he exp~.e%w(l 
by w formuln A=C, R=, Cl being a constant, h the air prvusure, anti 
R the revolutiorls per minute; while for allother orifice the 
constrtnt in this fornlulra, \rill have a different v n l ~ ~ e ,  C ,  say. 
Similarly for the other two relations given under (B) and (S), the 
constant# in their equations ~vouId change as the area of the  
orifice was altered. 

The air horse-power required to deliver u, quantity of air 
Q cubic feet per rninute against nn air pressure eqrdvabnt to 
k inches of water is given by :- 

Q k 5.2 
53066 - 

This represents the actual power delivered by the fan, and the 
difference between it and the power delivered to the fan, i.e., the 
B.H.P., is made up of lams in the fan such aa friction, eddying, 
and leakage. The fan efficiency is the ratio between the twe 
quantities and, so far as the relations given under ( l ) ,  (2) and (31 
are valid, it follows from them that this eficiency is constant for 
any particular orifice and is independent of the number of revo- 
lutions at which the fan is run. At filly oi~e speed of revolution 
there is one orifice for which the efficiency is a maximum. 

In their practical application to boilers the same general reIa- 
tions hdd and an analogy with the changing exit of ice holds, 
this being represented by the changing resistance to flow in the 
air and furnace circuit and by the rar~ing area of the orifices in 
part of the circuit (e.g., number of burners or number of boilers 
in use). 

The character of the curves expressing the relations (l), (2) 
and (3) is shown in Pig. (7(aj ) for one specific orifice in the case 
of a particular fan. The effect of variations in the area of the 
o&ce (or, what amounts to the same thing in an actuaI imWa- 
tion, varying the resistance in the circuit, whether it be the xesult 
of a changing orifice or a changing speed of flow, or again a com- 
bhation of both) is  shown in Figures 7 (h), (c) and (d) .  From Figures 
7 (b )  and (c), taking one particular apeed of revolution at a time, 
say R, the relation between Q and h can be plotted as shown in 
Figure 8. 

From the values for the power P delivered to the fan as given 
in Figure 7 ( d ) ,  and the relations between Q and Jn from Figure 8, an 
efficiency curve can be drawn and this hw abo been indicated on 
Figure 8. The form of this curve in an actual instalheion depends 
upon the design of the fan, i.e., upon the number, form and 
disposition of blades, ratio between external diameter and eye, 
&C., and upon the environment in which the fan works, including 
such inffuences as size and form of dvwntakes, leakage, affect of 
natural funnel draught, eddy* effecw and pomibly interference 
from other fam. 
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Upper o w e  showing water delivemd per lb. of steam 
s h d d  be marked 28" vacuum i n s t .  of 25 Ik. per quare 
inoh, and lower curve should b marked 25 Ibs. per square 
inch instead of 26" vmuwn. 



Figure I) shows the Qh curve for one sped of revolution 
extended each way to extreme conditions. At  the point 0, the area 
of the orifice i s  zero and the discharge is zero ; it represents chwn- 
ing conditions. Points O ,, 0, represent gradually increasing orifice 
areas nnt2 at 0, the room is entirely open, the head is zero nnd 
the discharge is a maximum. This carve indicates the trend of 
the relation between Q and h in an oiI-fired boiler room when an 
increasing number of sprayem is put into use, the fan being 
meantime run et a steady speed. 

Repeating the given procedure for other speeds of revolution, 
the Qh curves shown in Figure 10 can be obtained, 

Applying also to other speeds of revolution, the method given 
for obtaining the efficiency, the horse-power required to be 
delivered to  the fm uncler khe varying conditions can be found. 
From such data the ch~tracteristic curves given in figs. 5 and B 
m constructed, enabling all the essential data to be shown in a 
convenient form. It is to be ~peciauy noted that the characteristic 
curves represent typical results ss taken during shop trials, and 
are not themf ore applicable to ships' installations without some 
correction. In a reasonably air-tight installation on board in 
which there is but little interference, it would be suficientlg 
accurate ta correct for t he  suction draught in the downtake in 
the vicinity of the fan eye, this being added to the water gauge 
reading in the stokehold to give $he effective head produced by 
the fan. This correction can be ascertained by water premure 
gauges. With CO, recorders or other means of finding the quan- 
tities of air delivered per lb. of fuel, trials to ascertain the 
characteristics of fans in actual installations can be carried out 
and these would afford a more satisfactory basis than the typical 
curves given, which, although probahly irasonzably accurate so 
far as the fans go, may be wide of the mark in practice as a result, 
of the vaxiations due to their environment on board. 

Thk data, however obtained, in conjunction with the curves 
showing steam consumption per T.H.P., affords information which 
enables .the most profitable means of operating the fans to be 
determined for intermediate ship's speeds. Generally speaking, 
the object to be aimed at ia ta deliver the necessary quantity of 
air required for the combustion of the fuel at  as small a steam 
consumption on the part of the fans as possible, consistent with 
satisfactory combustion of the fuel and the working of the 
boilers at particular outputa which experience shows to be t.he 
most efficient from the evaporation point of view. 

The principles given apply also to ventilating fans generally. 

Fb&m~eatlng Pumps.-Typical curves showing the average 
performance of a large feed pwnp (102-inch by 24-inch stroke) 
are given in f ~ .  11. The steam consumption per I.H.P. has been 
indicated t~ illustrate the genera1 remarks made earlier as the 
effect of reducing output, but it is more convenient to express the 
aonsumption by the quantity of feed delivered for the expen- 



&turn of one pound of steam. rniE this reltltion has been indicated 
for varying back presslms. The steam consumption increases, of 
course, with the pressure ~gaillst which the pulnp discharges; 
the curres given are for tc discharge pressure of about 260 Ibs. 

The falling off in efficiency of pumps of this description is 
much Ieas than in rotary pumps : the loss is mainly due to leakage 
though plrrngers and valves ~r-hich increases as the speed of t h e  
pump is reduced. The mechanical efficiency is sensibly constant, 
Slip curves are shown on the diagram. The slip increases as the  
temperature of the feed increases, but the steam consvmptions 
given are based on a feed water temperature of about 100" F., 
corresponding to average ship conditions. Depending upon the  
length, diameter, and arrangement of the feed suction pipe and 
upon the temperature of the feed water, the eflect of increasing 
the speed of a pump would in the limit give rise to cavitation and 
lead to a slip much in excess of that given on the curves. This 
condition should, however, never arise in the instaIlatione fitted 
if their designed speeds are not exceeded, although it may be 
approached in the case of the faster running pumps fitted in the 
T.B.D. GI-S when running at their full outpult. 

Figure 12 gives approximate data for the steam consumptiorr 
of smaII feed pumps and for fuel and forced lubrication pumps at 
particular discliarge pressures and under back pressure con- 
ditions. Water semice pumps would give slightly better reauIts, 
pressure for preasw, than the forced lubrication pumps. The 
slip of oil due1 pumps, assuming plungers and valves aro in goort 
condition, would rtYa8ge about 1 - 2 double strokes per minute 
at a dischmge pressure of 150 lbs. and m25 double strokes per 
minute at 50 lb., when working at any qeed within the range 
usually worked to. In the case of forced lubrication pumpe, for 
an oil temperature of 100" F. the slip would range from l. double 
stroke at liO Ibs. discharge pressure to  .4 double strokes at 30 Ibs, 
discbarge pressure. 

Recilffomhg Air Pumps.-The reciprocating a i ~  pump is a 
special case nok faUing in one of the abo~e categories. The 
discharge pressure here is relatively low and the engine works 
at a rather Iower cut-off than in the case of the other pump and 
the economy of the steam end is higher. As a result, hclwever, of 
the high frictional loss and the large water valve surfs,i:es, the 
pump efficiency is low and, memured in terms of useful work 
represented by the water delivered, the steam consumption is 
high. The conditions as to the relative amount of water and 
vapom in the pump system may be very variable and it is not 
possible therefore to give any conclusive figures of sham con- 
sumption at varying outpub. In general, for an average amount 
of air leakage in relation to the water dealt with, the steam con- 
sumption at full output should not exceed about 15 per cent, of 
the feed water handled, assuming that the pump is nm at, s 
nuitable ;speed. 
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The results of makers' trials for the Dual Air Pumps of the 
size (22inch barn1 by ET-inch stroke) and type fitted in certain 
T.B.D.'s and LigM Cruisers, when working against atmqheric 
pressure in the exhaust pipe are shown in %re 13. It wiU be 
seen from these curves hh&, handling any pafiiicular 
quantity of water, the steam consumption v a ~ e s  as the speed of 
tho air pumps. That is to say, for any particular power of the 
main engines, the hesteam consumption of the air pumps may be 
taken to vary a8 the speed at which they me run. For larger or 
smaller pumps than referred ta above, the consumption could be 
taken without any great error to vary in proportion to the 
respective products of the cylinder diameter and stroke. In the 
c ~ s e  of pumps fitted in Capital Ships the skam consumption 
would be rather higher than given in the curves, say about 10 
per cent., as a reresult of the greater head and resistance on the 
discharge side, Also some addition would require to be made to 
provide for back pressure in the exhaust pipe. 

Dgnruno Ehgbs.--The efficiency of a dynamo becomes less as 
its output is reduced; this follows mainly from the fact that 
certain of the losses ars dependent solely on the speed of rotation 
and are therefore constant at all outpub. It is more convenient 
to eqmss the &am consumption per K.W. hour, and this h 
indicated in fip. 14 and 15, for a compound reciprocating engine 
and a turbine driven respectively, of 200 K.W.'s in each 
case, both employing saturated steam. The variations for 
changing back pressure are shown for the reciprocating engine 
whereas in the case of the turbo generator the vaouum ie 
taken to average 27 inches, in general agreement with the 
installations fitted. 

The approximate variation in steam consumption for genera- 
ting units of smaIlex output is also indicated by the lower curves. 
In  Figum 15, for example, the consumption of a 100-K.W. set 
would be 1-36 times that indicated for the 200 K.W. set. 

3Fxgure~ 16 and 17 represent respectively the estimated oon- 
sumption of the more important auxiLrsry engines of a Battle 
Cruiaer and a T.B.D. under trial conditions, at varying powers 
of the main engines. The tdtaI consumption for all, auxiliaries 
in use, reprewnhd by the upper curve in each case was obtained 
by tank measurements during trials at various powers ranging 
from 5 per cent. to full power; an adjustment has been made as 
necessrtry, to provide for the auxiliaries working against a suitable 
back pressure applicable h the total power, assuming that the 
exhaust sham was used for feed heating to  140" E'. and in the 
main turbines. During the water memmment triale the closed 
exhaust could not, of c o r n ,  be so employed in view of the fact 
that the main and auxiliary consumptions were aepamteIy 
measured. 



The estimabd con~umptions of the auxiliaries mentioned 
alw calculated from the observations of the speeds of revolution 
and other relevwn$ &h usually taken on trial, considered in 
relation to the known performal~ce of engines of similar type from 
data similar to that already given herein and cannot therefore 
make pretence ta absoIute accuracy, although it can mfely he 
assumed that the relative divisions of the auxiliaries given are 
=risibly in accohnce with Ghe actual results. 

The " other " auxiliaries, for which no detailed cansumptions 
are estimrtted, me such ser~ces  as forced lubrication and cooling, 
steering, oil fuel engines, ship pumping services, drainage, and so 
on. The evaporators were not employed nor were any aaxiIiarie8 
whining  to the armament in use. 

These curves of relative consumptions only apply to  the 
Classes mentioned and the mbtions between the rmpctive 
auxiIiaries would vary somewhat for other classes of vessel, the 
main factors influencing differences being :-the skam consump- 
tion of main engines at different speeds, the steam consumption 
required for standing requirements (electric power, &C.), cl& 
exhaust pressure, boiler room air pressure, degree of vacuum 
and type of condenser (whether single or double flow). 

The data given earlier will, however, afford a basis for a 
similar estimate of the consumption of the more important 
auxiliaries under varying conditions in m y  ship. The quantity 
of total feed can be estimated by means of observations of the 
speed of the feed pump, taking care to see that the designed 
stroke is being mainftbined and that the water valve, &c,, leakage 
is not excessive ; the ratter may be checked from a cmp test 
with the discharge valve shut. Similarly for the: other supply 
pumps. In the case of the fan engines, the air delivered might 
be deduced from the known amount of fuel being burnt, making 
allowance for the excess air over that required for &he perfect 
combustion of t he  fuel. This ca.nnot be precisely determined 
without an analysis af the funnel gases, but if the oiI is being burnt 
efficiently and means are taken to check the speed of the fans 
until incomplete combustion becomes evident, it can be assumed 
that the excess air is within the arnorrnt which is known to be 
necessary under the best conditions 1 this amoun-h varies, of coutrre, 
with the output of the boiler and increases a3 Ghe output is 
reduced. At full power it +vilI generally be found to average 
from 20 per cent. to 30 per cent. and rather lees at intermediate 
outpuh, but in the limit when the output of the boiEer is very 
small, and, my one bmer  is employed, the opportunities for air 
leakage become v e v  mt, and 100 per cent. m y  easily occur. 

The ruIe given for the circulating pumps M Go the output 
varying with the qeed of revolution will enable the water horse- 
power b be calculated (observing that tthia varies roughly as Ghe 
cube of tho output), and so from the pump efficiency and other 
curves, the Brake Horse Power and the steam consumption. In 







general, particulars of the fuIl designed output and the liead at 
which it is realised are shown on the ship's drawings. 

The observations of electricd output afford a ready means 
of ascerhaining the output of the electric generators and the 
results of the Makers' trials, which give the water consunlption 
rates at full output a t  least, are also usually available on board. 
The curves given earlier will enable the steam mte at outputs 
below full output to be assessed. 

Due regard should be given in each ca.= ta the back pressure 
conditions under which the engine is working and the necessary 
corrections made for the steam consumption rate, for which the 
curves given afiord a means in the cases of the more imporhnt 
engines. In the case of engines very remote from the ultimate 
nosition at which the exhaust steam is nut h further use or from 
;he premure gauge recording the in the exhaust steam, 
it is desirable tha t  an observation of the exhaust pressure should 
be made in tho vicinity of the engine itseIf; at high outputs 
this pre%sure will be sensibly higher in many cases than that 
recorded on the main exhaust range. 

In  this way an approximate estimate can be made of the 
consumption of the principal auxiliaries, the aggregate of which 
considered in relation to m y  water measuring data avaiIable 
for Contractors' trials of similar ships, wiIl give an idea of the 
efficiency of this part of the installation and lead to any large 
losses of economy in maintenance or operation to be detected. 
Admittedly, the method ier not by any means exact, but it d I  he 
found sufficient for the end in view, in the absence of steam 
meters or other meam of separately measuring the consumption 
of individual auxiliaries ; h1 the lmger ships ik is. sometimes 
passible to measure the steam consumption of at lease, a group 
of auxiliaries by h c t  meam with but little alteration ia existing 
fittings. 

A consideration of the dab given win a!so ia any specific caae 
afford a guide to the most advanhgeous means of operating the 
machinery under varying conditions and, above al.., to the 
employment of the exhaust steam in the most profthble manner. 

It will be evident that the steam consumption per unit of 
power in the auxiliary engine8 M given by the curves and which 
exceeds 50 Ibs. per B.H.P. in the case of a simple engine working 
against a back pressure, is wry much in excess of t h ~ t  realised 
in the main engines. This excessive consumption is, however, 
greatly mitigated by the further empIoyment of the exhaust sham. 
The arrangements provide for the use of the exhaust steam far 
boiler feed heating, for ~upplementing the power obtained by the 
use of boiler &am in the main engines, and for use ae primary 
steam in the evaporatom. 

Feed Heating,-Condering these applications in order :- 
By employing the exhaust steam for feed heating, the whole of 



the surplw heat rejected by the auxiliaries may be returned to 
the boilers and t.he net charge in heat unite t o  be debited to the 
auxiliary is the suln of the thermal loss in the boiler @$tending 
the evaporation of the steam passing through the rtuxiiinry) 
a.nd the heat units abstracted fmm the steam on its paslsage 
through the auxiliary; in effect, therefore, thc net consumptiarl 
of the auxili%x~y is mitther Iess than one hnIf the consumptiot~ 
indicated in ternis of steam per 3.H.P. 

A simple cnlculation wilI illustrate this point. The calorific 
value of 1 lb. of fuel is, say, 18,aoo B.T.U's. When this fuel 
is burnt in the boiler, assuming a boiler efficiency of 70 per cent.. 
5,550 B,T.U's are lost per Ib. of fuel, and the remaining 22,950 
R.T.W's go to produce steam. For a pressure of 250 Ibs., and 
a feed temperature of 130°, each Ih. of fuel will prodttce 12 111s. 
of &earn. Suppose this steam to be used in the auxiliaries arid 
to be exhausted against a back pressure of 20 Ibs. gauge, with 
a dryness fraction of -85, the total heat per Ib. being therefore : 
267 + -85 X 934.5 = 1,061 B.T.U's. Of this, 1,061 - 140 = 
021 B.T.W's are available for heating the main deed and assuming 
a loss of 5 per cent. in the proms 875 X 12 = 10,500 R.T.l!'x 
are returned to  the feed circuit for every pound of fuel used. 

The expenditure for the auxiliaries is thus not 18,500 but 
18,500 - 10,500 = 8,000 B.T,U.s, and the net steam consumption 

8,000 
per B.H.P. is - 

18,500 
= 43 per cent. 

of that which would be represented by the steam passing to  these 
engines. 

Feed heating clearly represhnts the most advantageous 
application for further use of the ~xhaust steam, but the applica- 
tion is limited by the relatively large quantity of exhauat atearn 
available, considered in relation to the total amount of feed pasdng 
and the Iimitation in the temperature to  which the feed can be 
conveniently raised before entry into the boiler. In Naval 
installations provision has hitherto onIy been made for heating 
tlhe feed on the suction aide of the feed pumps, and the limit of 
temperature is therefore decided by the question of the reliability 
and durability of the feed pump, i.e., overheating or difficulties 
with the ~uction, and cannot be much greater than about 140" F. 

In the merchant bee and power-plant practice the feed 
is u~ualIy heated to about 220" F. in modern inshllations, and 
the arrangement usually entails feed heating on the discharge 
side of the pump w i t h  a certain amount of additional complication. 
I 7  . lhrs high temperature feed-heaw appears likely to find an 
inoreaaing nae in any future Naval instaIIations. 

For a back press= of 10 lbs. the proportion (in the form of 
anxilimy exhaust steam) of the total feed required to  raise; the 
temperature of the main feed from, say, 85" F., at which it leaves 
the air pump, to 140" F. ia 7 per oent., and to  200' F. is 17 per 
cent., making d w a n o e  for radiation lwses, and in the laWr cam 



t o  the loss of heat in the exhaust condensate which, for m m  
that need not be entered into here, could not be employed for 
feed heating in a convenient way. 'L'nder full power conditions 
the proportion that the auxiliary exhaust steam bears to the 
total feed falls within the 17 per cent. referred to above in the 
case of a capital ship, but is beyond it at very low powers as is 
indicated in Figure I6 ,  so tha t  the whole of the exhaust steam 
could not be employed for feed-heating , even Go high temperatures, 
at extremely low powers. 1n the limiting case, under harbour 
conditions, only 17 per cent. of the exhaust &am can be used for 
feed heating, even with high temperature feed, and B per cent. 
with the feed temperatures at present general in Naval practice. 

For seagoing conditions it is necessary therefore to provide 
an alternative employment for the exha~~st  steam in the form 
of connections t o  the main turbines, swing that the n.w of the 
exhaust steam for distilling is an intermittent service and cannot 
in any case utilise the whole of the available supply when at sea. 

Use in Main Engines.-The use of the auxiliary exhaust in 
the turbines is a much less economical course than for feed heating, 
because the heat in the s t e r n  a t  the pressnre corresponding to 
the condenaer vacuum ia entirely lost; this, fop a vacuum of 
28 inches, would correspond to a loss of abouh 80% of the 
total beat required to generate the steam in t.he boiler from, 
my, 140' F. 

As compared with an auxiliary discharging direct to a con- 
denser, the gain due to the use of the exhaust in the main turbiinee 
is represented by the further employment of the steam down to 
the high v m u m  possible in the main condenser, observing that 
it is not practicably possible to attain a high vacuum in the 
auxiliary exhaust system, and even if ik were, the upe of extremeIy 
low exhaust pressure in a reciprocating engine would not (na 
earlierpointed out, and indicated in figs. X to 3) be attended by the 
aame saving that occurs in a turbine, mainly as w result of the 
increased condensation losses. 

Aside from the leas profitable urn of the heat than for feed 
heating, the employment of the exhaust in the main turbines 
somewhat handicaps their performance, as compared with that 
to  be expected from the sole use of boiler steam. The auxiliary 
exhaust steam is in generd wetbr than obtains in the turbine 
when using boiler steam alone, and this lwds to a lesser efficiency 
of the later stages as a result of the increased frictional losses; 
this would become of even greater importance: in an installation 
employing super-heated steam. Further, the additional steam 
to be pagsed in the ultimate stages, in which real difficulty exists 
in the %h-power designs in obtaining the necessary areas to 
prevent an unduly high leaving veIocity, l e d  to higher leaving 
lessee and to a, lesser efficiency of the turbine as a whole. 

Aa a rough worldng rule, it may be assumed for the pressure 
Emits within which NavaI turbines work, that a given weight 
of exhaust s h m  used in the heater stages of the main turbines will 



produc~ about me-half tlw shaft horse power that ~vould  be 
realised by the use of the Bltnie weight of boiler steam, employed 
throughout all the stages. 'Thus if W be the steam consumption 
of the turbines in Ibs. per S.H.P. per hour, when using boiler 
steam when the turbines develop a horse power of P, and if 
d Ibs. of exhaust steam are available per hour, then the total 
horse power attained when the exhalist steam was admitted 

A 
t o  the turbines would be P + z ~ .  

Gain from Feed H e . - - A s  illustrating the advantage oC 
the exclusive use of the closed exhaust for feed-heating as com- 
pared with its use for feed-heating m d  for turbines, the following 
caXcuIation showing the improvement est.imated for the c m  of a 
Rattle Cruiser, wjll be of interest. Xn existing circumstances, 
at fuH power, the consumption of steam for auxiliary purposes 
is about 15 per cent.. to 18 per cent. of the total steam produced 
from the boiIers when the engines are working against a back 
pressure of 10 Ibs. gauge. Of the auxiliary exhaust steam, about 
40 per cent. is used for heating the boilei* feed from the 
temperature at which it is discharged from the air pumps to 
130" F. at  which it enters the boilers, and the remainder is used 
in the main turbines, augmenting the power by 5 per cent. 
If the whole of the exhaust steam were ursed for feed-heating, 
the feed t em~era tm would be raised to 185' F.. but. on the other 
hand, t o  *&duce the same horse-power, an hdiional amount 
of boiler steam would be required in the main turbines ; thi,4, 
taking everything affected thereby into account, would lead to 
an increaee of 4 per cent. in the amount of the steam to be pro- 
duced from the boilere. But, although the steam consumpkion 
increases, the effect of the lesser amount of heat ~LI be civen 
to each dound of steam in the boilers is to yield a saving o? fuel 

represented by 100 
lo4 

= 1 per cent. 

This repremnb the calcdable saving, and may be assumed 
to be a minimum in view of the fact established in shore practice 
that high temperature feed-heabLag is accompanied by an increase 
in the eficiency of heat transmission in Ghe boiler, and so to n 
lesser amount of REel burnt. 

Use for Distilling.-The use of the exhaust steam far  &tilhg 
providea an economicd application, second only to the use for 
feed-heating , provided the vacuum maintained in the evaporator 
FlbelI is sufficiently high, and the ooil drain condensate is mturned 
to the feed system. A hqh vacuum entaila, of ccouree; greater 
difEcultj* in operating, more care in mainfenmee, and a p a t e r  
liability to priming, but its advantages from the economica1 
aspect are sufficiently weighty fo justify this greater attention 
in operation and maintenance. Of the a v aj la ble heat in the 



steam supplied to a11 evaporator, there are; unmoidtbhle losses 
due to rdiation, blowing down, and the heat required to produce 
the vapour. All these losses are susceptible of reduction by a 
reduction in. the shell pressure at which the evaporator is opmat&. 
In any case the heat in the condensate from the primary  team 
is available for boiler feed heating as is also a proportion of the 
heat in the condensate from the secondary steam for heating the 
evaporator feed, 

Most A d ~ ~ u s  Wm.-Vnder seagoing conditions it would 
be profitable to employ all the exhaust sham for boibr feed-heating 
where Ghia course is possible, Lut this ideal is impracticable of. 
attainment in existing vessels, in view of th? rather low incream 
of feed temperature permissible by the arrangements. In any 
c m ,  at low speed, when the proportion of auxiliary exhaust 
is high, only a, relatively small amount of the exhaust steant 
available can be employed for feed-heating even were a higher 
degree of feed-heating permissible. The question of the choice 
of service for the surplus exhaust steam then arises, and, where 
speed of production, or similar considerations, tare not of first 
importance, it is of advantage to employ as much of this surplus 
steam for .distilling as is possible, provided evaporation at low 
pressure can be realised ; the sui-plus heart in the coiI drain being 
also employed for heating the boiler feed. 

Under extreme conditions, such as obtain in harbour, the use 
of only 7 to 17 per cent. of the exhaud steam (depending on 
whether the feed is heated to 140' or 200') is possible for feed- 
heating, and there is then no alternative than to use: thc closed 
exhaust far distilling. Under most conditions, in large ships at 
least, it is possible and of advantage f mm the economical aspect 
to produce the bulk of the distilled water required when in harbour, 
and this course is to be commended. Even in ships fitted with 
auxiliwry mnrlensers it is not possibIe to maintain high vacuum 
and in other ships in which the m& condensers are used in 
harbour no vacuum B possibIe. The fuel cost, then, of producing 
the &sGilled water is that due to the extra steam consumption 
required by the auxiliary engines when working ag&t the 
somewhat higher back preasure entailed by the use of exhaust 
steam for distilling, pIus the steam required to operate the dis- 
tilling pump. In some cases it is possible, too, to dispnse with 
the use of the circulating engine when passing the bulk of the 
auxiliary exhaust steam though the distillers and to use instead 
a connection from the fire main which i s  suficient for these 
lesser cooling requirements and leads to a further saving. The 
typical diagrams of steam consumption for varying back praiures 
in fig@. 1 ! 2 and 3, will enabIe an idea to be formed of the extra 
ateam consumption entailed by change in the back pressure. 
Clearly, the lower the exhaust pressure the lower is the extra 
a k a  m consumption, thus indicating the desirability of working 
the evaporators under low -pressure conditions. 



Another point which may be emphasized here is the desirability 
oflimiting, so far as is possible, the number of engines working 
against the back pressure to the particular requirements of the 
moment and to arrange for any auxiliaries which have duplicate 
connections to the condenser and the exhaust ~ystem to be run 
direct to the condenser in cases where the supply of exhaust skam 
is beyond the needs at the time. Also, in respect to the operation 
of the evaporating plant, the tendency of operators i s  to run 
the evaporating pump at too high a speed. Considerable savings 
in the cost af digtilling can be effected by giving greater attention 
to the mainknance of the eficienc? of this pump and so permitting 
its being run at a speed comrnenswate with Ghe output.. As a 
r ~ u l t  of its mtdtiple functions, its mechanical efficiency is on the 
low aide and the wear and tear is considerably augmented when 
run at the higher speeds. In particular, the efficiency of the fresh- 
water pump is of fist importance if i t  is intended t o  run the plant 
successf~rlly under vacuum conditions. 

OPERATION AXD MAIXTE?JANCE OP A U X ~ R I E S .  
T d g  now to the operating and maintenance aspect of 

auxiliaries generally, it is of interest first to trace the full effect 
of one extravagant engine. It leads directly to  an increase in 
the supply of steam from the boilers to satisfy its own needs, 
but its inftuence does not end here. More power is called for 
from the boiler and condenser auxiliaries to deal with the extra 
steam, which leads to further demands for steam. So the effect 
is a cumulative one which may lead, in the extremo case-full 
power conditions, for example - to .a reduction in the boiIer 
efficiency due a greater degree of forcing. These remarks 
apply h an exhavagant engine, whether due h design, mainte- 
wance, or operation, and in respect to faulty operation stiU other 
influences may be noted. A fan engine run at a greahr speed 
than the conditions strictly demand, leads, not ody to extra 
steam being comumsd, but also t o  an excess of air supplied to the 
hoiler, and to a reduction in boiler efficiency due to the greater 
amount of hest carried away vid the funnel, on which the whole 
of the f w l  expended in the boiler has t o  pay toll. A similar 
effect, but to a lesser degree, m y  be noted in a circulating pump 
which is run unduly fast, when the effect is to  lower the tempera- 
ture of the f ~ d  below that necessary to yield the desired vrtcuum, 
with an annecessary loss of heah that should be conserved in 
the circuit. In this connection i t  may perhaps be recalled that 
the attainment of a vacuum is influenced by two considerations, 
viz., the condensation of the steam and the removal of the air 
and vapour, and, with this in view, &discrimination h the relative 
operation of circulating pumps and air pumps respectively is 
called for if the best results are to be attained. 

The importance of reducing the heat losses due to radiation 
and leakage of sham hardly needs emphasis. It may be men- 
tioned in psasing, however, that the former can be considerably 



reduced, and with it the consumption of fuel, by lowering the 
boiler pressure to the exmt needs of the case when working 
under conditions of low output as when in harbour. AIso that 
the performance of a turbine faIls off disproportionakly to that 
calculabIe from the lesser heat content of the steam when ~lupplied 
with wet steam; this follows from the increased frictional losses 
and the maintenance of the efficiency of the Iagging of the steam 
ranges is desirable for this reason, no lem than from the direct 
losses of fuel, as wdl aa the inconvenience ~ n d  discomfort due to 
the heat lost by radiation. The improvement in the performance 
of the machinery of T.B.D's at high outputs when a ateady 
low-water level is maintained in the boilers, will be within the 
knowledge of all who have running experience of thia class of 
machinery, and will provide support for the statement as- to the 
effect of supplying wet steam to turbinw. 

A matter sometimes lost sight of h the radiation losses from 
the feed suction pipe on its way horn the engine-room Go the 
boiier-room in cases where the feed-heater is fitted in the engine- 
room. Udem adequately lagged, the feed-water may easily 
fall in temperature for 10" to 20" before it reaches the boilers 
in the crtse of a large ship ; this means at least an additional 
1 per cent. of heat to be added in the boiler. 

Lmk&ge.-It need hardly be said that leakage of steam may 
become a very fruitful source of loss. External leakage entails 
a dual loss, represented by the loss of heak as such, and the loss 
of 'rvater, which has to be made good at the expense of additional 
fuel and wear and tear. But the insidious effects of internal 
leakage may be of even greater significance, and, being out of 
sight, it. is more difficult to tram. It can only be kept within 
reasonable bounds by a regular examination of internal parts. 
such as @ton and valve rings, for example, and by a judicious 
choioe of clearmms which, whiie sufficient to  safeguard moving 
parts from undue friction and wear, is no more than experience 
shows can be safely employed-having in view any effects of 
dzerential expansion in those cases where the materials of ring 
and cylinder me Merent. 

Leakage of steam through alide valves and pistons is probably 
the most potent cause of falling off in efficiency of auxiliary 
engines on service, observing that its effect is enhanmd when the 
auxiliafiee are run at low outpuh, so much so, that the leakage 
loss may conceivably exceed the amount of steam usefully 
employed in the cylinder. 

The results of various tri& carried out to determine the in- 
fluencers governing leakage of thb nwture, given in abstract below, 
will enable some idea to be formed of the extent ta which this 
108s may attain and, in particular, of the effect of clearance, 
It will be noted that the observations and conclusions of thefie . . 

investigators are not always in agreement in respect to the signi- 
ficance of some of the factors, but this need not &tract from their 
value for the purpose in view. 



*Callemfar and i7'i&Lm78 T k b  for Piston awl Vnlve 
Leakage (1  895). 

Praliminary trials showed the direct lenk~ge of steam from 
the steam chest into the exhaust to be by far the Irarpst m d  
mogt important, and that stationary trials were of little value. 
This measmd as nearly as possible under running conditions 
by blocking the cylinder ports with lead (engine tried was a 
simple engine, 104 diameter by 12-inch stroke, with a bdanwd 
D-slide valve) and running the valve by an eIectric motor, the 
piston being disconnected. In the h t  trial 112 16s. was con- 
densed in 25 minutes at a gauge pressurn of 91 lbs., and the rate 
of leak appears to increme slightly as the oil filnl was gradually 
dissipated. In a second longer trial 317.5 lbs. was condensed in 
66 minutes at s gauge pressure of 804 Ibs. 

Similar trials were run on s quadruple expmsion engine for 
the H.H.P. and L.P. cylindem with unbalanced D-slide vaIves. 
The H.H.P. gave a leak of 38 lbs. per hour with a pressure 
difference of l00 lbs. between steam chest and exhaust pipe. 
The L.Y. valve gave 41 and 29 lb. per hour with pressure 
differences of 34 Ibs. and 21 1bs. respectively. The fitting of the 
valves was said to have been of a high order and the L.P. valve 
WAS prov~d to be absolutely sstexrn tight when staationaq. 

By the law of transpiration of liquids, assunling that the 
leakage takes place chiefly in the form of water, the leakage of 
a liquid through a fissure of nearly uniform thickness, depending 
on the nature of the water and oil film on the surfaces, shou1cE 
be proportional directly to the diffewnw of pressure and the 
primeter of the port and invemly to the width of the .bearing 
surfaces, The last named factor is of course somewhat difficult 
to assess for a moving sJide.vrclve, but an average value was taken 
in each csae. 

Thus, if the firnure through which the leakage takes p1a.c~ 
is of nearly the same thickness in each caae, the leakage should 
Le in agreement with a formula of the form :- 

C.p. K =-- , 
1. 

where K L the rate of leakage per pound pressure per hour, 
p the perimeter of the port, l the mean overlap, and C a constant 
depending on the nature of the fh. Actually, in the four trials 
referred to on these two typea of engines, the constant C varied 
from ,019 ,021. It was concluded from then that the leakage 
cl- take place in the form of water and is proportional to the 
difference of pr888m on the two sides. It: was also considered 
probable that such leakage is the normal state of thing8 with ,z 
moving vaIve. 

An independent ver8mtion of the Conatant C was obtained 
by other experiments (the leakage trials were only part of a 

* Pmceedinpsr X.C.E., vol. crxvi. 



*lies. investigating the laws of condensation) in which the leakage 
into the cylinder after cut off was measured, showed 1-aIues of C 
equal to -022 and -020. 

In this connectiori also, other trials showed that of the leakage 
pwt the pist,on at a mean pressure of 33 lbs., that occurring after 
cut off ( p 26) was only a small proportion. 

From an analysis and comparison of the indicated conden- 
sation in these trials, it was also soncluded that the rate of 
leakage past the valves was nearly independent of the speed of 
reciprocation of the valve. 

C'aUendar ttdvanced the foIlowing rationale for leakage of this 
nature :- 

" So long as the valve is stationary, the oil h may 
suffice to make a perfectly tight joint, but as swu as it 
begins to move, the oil-film becomes broken up and partly 
dissipated. Water is being continually ccondenwd on the 
colder parts of the surface exposed by the motion of the 
vaIve. This water works its way through and breaks up 
the oil-& under the combined influence of the pressure 
and the motion. The continua1 re-evaporation taking place 
in the sxhauat tends ta keep the valve and the bearing- 
surfaces of the seat cool and mairhin the leaking Ruid 
in the state of water. The exhaust steam h r n  the cylinder 
has the same tendency. The coefficients- of viscosity of ateclrn 
and water at the temperatures which occur in rs steam- 
engine are not accurately known. Rut whereas that of 
steam increases u4t.h rise of temperature, that  of water 
dirnini~hes very rapidly. It is not improbable that t,he 
quantity of water which can leak through a given c m k  
under a given difference of pressure, m a y  be from twenty to 
fifty times greater than the quantity of steam which crtn 
leak under aimiIar conditions. This a p e s  with well-known 
fats in regard to leakage, end explains how it is that  the 
leakage in the form of water is so great. A few simple 
experiments were made with regard ta the transpiration 
of water and steam under the conditions in question, and 
the leakage in the form of water was more than twenby 
times as great, the water being a t  a, temperatwe below 
boiling point. The motion, both of the w & k r  and the 
steam, owing to the high velocity was certainly &turbulent 
or eddying, which would have the effect of greatly increasing 
t.he resistance as compared with tha t  due to viscosity, i£ 
the motion were shady. For t.he case of steady motion, 
comparative t e a t s  were made of the rebtive values of the 
viscosity of water, cold snd hot. The measurements were 
not sufficiently accurate to give the law of the variation 
of the viscosity &h temperat;ure above 212"; but it 
appeared that the v k 4 t y  at 21 2" F. was only one quarter 
af tllat at 62' F,, and that it continued to diminish very 
rapidly. Under the actual conditions of t h e  valve-leak 



experiments, the water leak is mole likely to have been 
b t w c n  forty or fifty times the steam leak." 

Saltkey carried out trials on the lenl;;agc of a Pixtrm vnIve in 
a WiIlans engine (1895) and found that wl~i lc  tht- provisio~lsl 
law for leakage suggested by Callendar fairly ~wp~.et;ented his 

the leakage from ra pistan valve with the ordinary 
rings and would h mnch less thrtn given by Uallendar's 
constants. The value of the cmfficient C was corlsirlered to 
depend on the design of the valve and was not a constant; it 
depended also to a considerable extent on the condition of the 
particular valve itself, whether the surfaces were propry polished 
or not. In piston valves fitted with rings and springs he founrI 
thtbt C was equal to -004, or about 4th of th& given by Callendar. 
Bnt with a pIag piston, ground to fit the trunk of an experimental 
\rill- engine so tighe that it was on the point of seizing, thtb 
value of C was -09, which was twenty times as g m t  as that 
obtaining with rings and spin@ ; if the clearance wa-s increawcl 
to ,,$ ,th inch, the value of C increased to -6, or 150 times 
greater than with rings and springs. This confirmed the surmise 
that the weight of water that could leak through a given crack 
under a given difference of pressure might be between 10 and 50 
times greater than the quantity of atearn. 

Sobley* carried out trials of leakage for a 4-in. piston 
valve fitted with four ramsbottom rings ; this being reciprocated 
in a specially constructed dummy liner by means of an electric 
motor. The trials were run with steam pressurea up to 

.200 Ibs., and steam temperatures up to 588' B'., and the liner 
was jacketed. 

It was found that, other things being the =me, tho leakage 
was independent of tha speed and that the etmding leakage was 
about one-half of that which occurred when the valve was moving. 
While the total Ieakage per hour was found to increase with the 
pressure difference between the two sides of the valve, the rate 
of increase with increase of pressure difference was much less 
tlmn tha t  ascertained by Callendar, and did not follow the straight 
line law predicted by him. Tho average value of the coefficient 
obtained, which was -00.72, corresponded more nearly with that 
obtained by Sankey. The foregoing resuIts refer to saturated 
skem, but in exprimentx with superheated steam Lobley abo 
found that for the same &earn pressures and apeetls the leakage 
per hour fell off rapidly as the steam temperature waa increased 
until 500" F. is reached, after which the distortion of the rings 
causes it to increase slightly. He concluded from this that the 
large difference found between the leakage from D slide valvce 
and piston valves might be explained by the fact that the former 
warp when heated and so lift off the face. 

Rywoftt recently investigatd the leakhgo through a piston 
drop valve 9-in. in diameter, similar in all essentiab ta one deaigned - - 
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t o  supply steam to  ta uniflow engine. The piston valve was fitted 
with solid rings 37, -in. deep, which had a working tolerance of 
-004 inches wllen measured cold. 

For saturated steam at a constant. pressure of 149 lbs. gauge 
at inlet and with variable back pre~sures up to 80 lbs. gauge 
(obtained by tllrattling the discharge), it was found thrtt the 
leakage was sensibly constant. For varying inlet premures from 
149 downward and a constant atmospheric back pressure, the 
leakage per hour varied dmmt directly with the inlet pressure. 
From this it is considered that under these conditions, i.e., with 
the valve at rest, the leakage varies with the initiaI pressure, 
and not thc pressure difference and the value of the coefficient 
C on this basis is b0022. These experiments are b ~ i n g  continued 
to ascertain the effect of other variables, including superheat 
and a moving valve. 

Finally, as an example of the important effect of what might 
at first sight he assumed to be a trix4aI lertk, the case may be 
cited of a merchant =mice installation of 2,700 S.H.P. in which 
the results of water measurement trials on service indicated 
an increase of 6 per cent. in the steam used by the main turbines 
m compared with Contrlb~tors' trials under parallel conditions. 
3t waa mmrtained Ghat this increase was rn~inly due to  a leaky 
drain valve between the H.P. turbine first expansion and the 
condenser. A f k  refitting the drain vdve seat, a further water 
rnea.swrement trial showed that the increased consumption had 
been reduced to l+ per cent. above the Contractors' result, 
and proved beyond question that this one defective fitting 
was responsibb for an increase of 49 per cent. in the steam 
consumption. 
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